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19th March 2021 newsletter

Dates for the next two weeks in school

Mon 22nd March Tues 23rd March Wed 24th March Thurs 25th March Friday 26th March

Week 2 Menu

Mon 29th March Tues 30th March Wed 31st March Thurs 1st April Friday 2nd April

Week 3 Menu School closes for
Easter

Good Friday

TTRS Rock Down Relief Competition

We supported Times Table Rock Stars to raise money for Comic Relief by taking part in the Rock Down Relief
competition and buying noses for our TTRS avatars (not real money). The winning classes were Chestnut (1st)
Lime (2nd) and Birch (3rd). The top four most valuable players were Kimberley, Fawad, Adnan and Freddie.
Well done to all who took part.

https://www.facebook.com/UHPrimarySchool/
https://twitter.com/UptonHeathCE/
https://www.uptonheath.cheshire.sch.uk/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EbFMUL3koHZUFRNd_T2iXnhYYE_UkbZt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EbFMUL3koHZUFRNd_T2iXnhYYE_UkbZt/view?usp=sharing


Year 2

Have been learning about the Moon and the Sun this week. We have really enjoyed our topic so far and we’ve
learnt some really interesting facts!
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Year 5 Science

Year 4 Science Week

As part of British Science week, Year 4 carried out a ‘How to grow a rainbow’ experiment! We made
predictions and explored a scientific process called the capillary action. We enjoyed watching our rainbows
grow.
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Year 5 Mini Woods

This week, Year 5 have been enjoying and exploring the Mini-Woods with their friends.
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STARS OF THE WEEK
ACORNS: Sophie Bronnert for
being kind, considerate and
welcoming to new adults in EYFS;
Freddie Gee for being an
absolute superstar and for making
us smile.

CONKERS: Mari Cookson for
always having a positive happy
attitude to learning;
Ivie Stowell for her continuous
efforts in writing and forming
letters.

ASH: Ran Kanazuka for fantastic
phonics and reading;
Yusuf Yigit for being a great
friend and doing everything with a
big smile!

YEW: Phoebe Edwards for being
such a kind, hardworking member
of the class;
Sienna Edwards-Bristow for her
enthusiastic learning about the
world around her.

HOLLY: Joel Dooley for his
excellent work on rebuilding a
dinosaur skeleton;
Maraia Matai for putting
interesting details into her recount
writing.

SYCAMORE: Emily Morris for
coming into school with a positive
attitude;
George Owen for great work
learning his number bonds.
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BEECH: Millie Hall for being a
Beech ray of sunshine to all and
spreading her positive vibes to the
whole class;
Louis Pesnot for being
enthusiastic and getting all tasks
done in a super efficient way.  The
Hedwig of Beech class.

HAWTHORN: Mollie Graham for
enthusiastic learning and having a
go during maths lesson;
Daisy Hornsby for excellent
sentence writing using ‘because’
and ‘therefore’.

JUNIPER: Flora Taylor and
Luca Smithson - They have both
settled back into school really well
and have been ready, respectful,
resilient and hard working at all
times.

LIME: John Vakatawa for all of
his efforts on his handwriting and
presentation;
Sophie Griffiths for always trying
her best and for being an
extremely sensible member of the
class.

HAZEL: Isabella Cox - she
always gets on with her tasks with
a smile;
Faye Morris - she has returned to
school and worked hard in every
session.

BIRCH: Malakii Huckle for his
excellent  sense of humour and
being a valued member of our
class;
Olivia Hanna for being polite,
respectful and always tries her
best.

ELM: Chloe Phang for her
outstanding listening skills in the
classroom;
Eva Chaloner for showing great
enthusiasm and curiosity in
lessons.

CHESTNUT: Oliver Cox for his
fantastic creativity and teamwork
in our geography project;
Dylan Bellis for his brilliant
teamwork and perseverance in
our PE session.

OAK: Sam Warburton for
demonstrating fantastic teamwork
and creating some fabulous work;
Daniel Flowers for settling into
Oak class so well and making
some new friends.

Activity For All - Holiday Camp

Activity For All are running an Easter Holiday
Camp from their brand-new Sports Centre in
Arrowe Park, Wirral, from Monday 12th to Friday
16th April, to fit in with the final week of Cheshire
Schools' Half-Term.

Children have spent a long amount of time without
access to high-quality physical activity and we want
to change that. We are operating a Sports Camp
this Easter Holiday that delivers high-quality sports
and physical activity within current restrictions and
guidelines. Children will have access to amazing
facilities and brilliant sports-based sessions in a
safe and stimulating environment.
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LETTER FROM MR NORTH

19/03/2021

Dear Parents/Carers

Another great week at UHPS, the children never cease to amaze us with their positivity and their ability to
brighten up our days. It has been an absolute delight having them back into school, and whilst some are
finding it a bit of a challenge, I know that they are happy and feel safe and secure in school. I want to say a
HUGE thank you to parents, who, mostly, continue to be supporting our request to keep their children with
them whilst pick-up and dropping off their children at the start and the end of the day. However, it has been
noticed that some are already relaxing into walking in small groups or pairs, on the school grounds. PLEASE,
PLEASE, PLEASE, keep to our measure of physical distancing whilst on the school grounds and keep your
children with you to prevent them mixing bubbles. This is fundamental to our success as a community to
enable us to get rid of any potential restrictions.

Several CWAC schools have had to close bubbles already and I do not want to have to do this in our school,
we have to maintain our resilience, in order to get through the current restrictions. Consequently, I have a
further request. It has been brought to my attention that many parents are arriving at school very early to
pick up their child(ren); E.g. 15 minutes early. This does cause some disruption to our ability to be able to
keep the flow of traffic moving around the school. Whilst I understand that things happen and parking is an
issue around the neighborhood, but please stick to the times that have been allocated for your children as
much as possible. Can you please respect the measures that we have asked you to support us with, together,
we can make a positive difference. Likewise, it has been brought to my attention and I have seen, that there
have been long queues, blocking the pavement at the Ice Cream van outside school. Whilst I am not able to
police people’s decisions off site, I cannot see the logic of supporting us with maintaining the security and
safety of our children, staff and community, only to queue for an ice-cream and blocking a safe route home! I
urge you to continue to support the safety and needs of our community and have the compassion to consider
the feelings of others.

It has been great to welcome Mrs Dickinson to our team in the office, she has settled in well and is looking
forward to getting to know you all over time. We are currently interviewing for more Mid-Day Assistants as
well and hope to be able to welcome them to the team in the near future. I am already considering our
options for the next academic year, working with the CFO and ICEO on our budget and looking at our options
to best support our children. We will be maintaining single year group classes, as we feel that this is the best
way to deploy our team and provide the best curriculum that we can.
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Clearly, we do not know what the future holds with regards to visits and trips in the future, but we will be
planning to provide as much enrichment to the curriculum as we can. E.g. I am meeting with key members of
our team to plan for extra-curricular clubs in Summer term 2, and hoping to be able to do this, subject to
restrictions being lifted. I have also asked a colleague to look at our options for delivering swimming as part of
our curriculum, as this has not been possible over recent months, but Is a vital life skill for us to deliver for
our children. So we are already considering lots of things for the future, but in the meantime our focus is on
getting our children back into learning mode, building up their stamina for learning during the school day and
focusing on aspects of the creative curriculum that we want to deliver.

After the Easter Holiday, we will be utilising the National Tuition Programme with qualified teachers to support
some children on a 1:3, 15-hours intervention to support core subject gaps in learning. This is an additional
intervention for some children, who need an extra boost to recover aspects of their learning, this will not
necessarily be for children with Special Educational Needs (SEND), as they may well require longer term
interventions, which can be provided by our current team. Teachers will be making judgements and
recommending which children will benefit the most from this intervention over the coming weeks and it is
planned for this programme to be in place straight after Easter and will, hopefully be delivered for the rest of
the academic year.

We know that some of you have applied for Reception places for September 2021 and that offers will be sent
out by the Local Authority shortly after the Easter holiday. Mrs Harrison and I are planning our New Intake
offer of meetings over the next couple of weeks and once we have secured the offers, we will be sharing how
these meetings will be conducted.

As you will be aware today is Red Nose Day, this will be acknowledged with the children, but
our focus has been getting our children back into school. So apologies for not organising
anything within school to support the Comic Relief Charity, but I am sure that most of you will
be enjoying this evenings events and will donate to support the charity if you wish to.

Yours faithfully

C. North

Conrad North
Headteacher
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